
 
 

 

 

 

I. Look and match.  

 
II. Choose the correct answer.  

6. My sister ______ the girl in the pink dress.  

A. am                                 

B. is                              

C. are 
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7. What ______ your mother look like?  

A. is                                

B. do                           

C. does   

8. Mia is _______. She always finishes her homework before going to the class.  

A. hard-working                                 

B. naughty                                 

C. friendly   

9.  He can see without his _______.  

A. shoes                                  

B. shorts                             

C. glasses  

10. They are ______ the treasure.  

A. find  

B. finds 

C. finding   

III. Read and match.   

11. What do you think about Jane?   A. There are thirty-three students.  

12. How do you spell your name?  B. She’s cute.  

13. How old is your brother?  C. He’s in class 4E.  

14. What class is he in?  D. That’s M-A-I.  

15. How many students are there in your class? E. He’s 15 years old.  

IV. Read and complete the sentences below.  

A. I'm Emma. I like wearing shorts and T-shirts. Today, I'm wearing blue shorts and an 

white T-shirt. I'm wearing a pair of green shoes. 

B. My name is Sue. I've got a lot of clothes. I've got a purple dress and red boots. I've got a 

lot of skirts. My favourite skirt is yellow. 

16. Emma likes wearing _______ and T-shirts.   

17. Today Emma is wearing a pair of _______ shoes.  

18. Sue’s got a purple dress and red ________.  

19. ________ has got a lot of clothes. 



 
20. Sue’s favourite skirt is _______.  

V. Rearrange the words to make correct sentences.  

21. eyes/ Her/ brown/ are 

____________________________________________ 

22. clapping/ the/ The girl/ is/ pink dress/ in 

____________________________________________.  

23. has/ one/ He/ grandson/ got  

____________________________________________. 

24. a/ is/ She/ playing/teddy bear/ with  

____________________________________________? 

25. name/ your/ What/ teacher’s/ is  

____________________________________________.  

-------------------THE END------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


